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Abstract

In today's highly competitive industries, engineers are driven to not only design a better 
product to fulfill users' needs but also demanded to develop a product in a short time to 
occupy the market. With the development of data collection and visualization 
technology, the application of data visualization into product development to enhance 
the ability of better product design is a significant trend.   

Data visualization becomes more and more important since it could illustrate the 
valuable information, such as tacit needs and patterns which hidden from data, in a 
communicated way to help engineers get more inspiration for the conceptual design.  

 

It is not hard to collect data; however, the challenge is to visualize the valuable 
information from a large number of data concisely and intuitively. In recent years, there 
are some visualization techniques available for product design, while, most of them are 
implemented in the later stage of product development, few methods are applicable for 
conceptual design. Therefore, this thesis is carried out to explore appropriate 
visualization techniques to provide support for conceptual design.  

 

The aim of this thesis is, in an engineering environment, to investigate ways to visualize 
complex data legibly and intuitively to enhance engineers’ ability for conceptual design 
from better understanding the current machine. In order to achieve the objective, a 
conceptual design case of the improvement of wheel loader fuel consumption is applied, 
which consisted of plenty of data sets within various parameters, to explore how to 
reveal the hidden information of complex data for engineers.  

  

As the result of this thesis, a prototype contains a series of visualization techniques is 
proposed to demonstrate data information from a wheel loader under several 
visualization situations. The final prototype has the functions of visualizing different 
operations seperately; visualizing the overall fuel consumption in one operation; 
cluster's patterns visualization; visualizing the impact of one variable on the whole 
value. 

 

Keywords: complex multidimensional data visualization, insight gathering, conceptual 
engineering design, prototype 
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1. Introduction 

How to develop a product that could better meet users' needs? It is a concerned question 
that companies and engineers are eager to find answers. As with the fierce competition 
in the international market, the more diverse products are produced, the higher 
desirability of customers for new products. Hence, to reach the upper level of demand 
from customers, differentiating and customizing the products are two dominant factors 
to capture the market (Tseng et al., 1993). Moreover, sustainability received more and 
more attention in recent years. It is the other critical feature for product design that 
engineers and designers must be engaged to in line with the strategy of a more 
sustainability-concise world (Diegel et al., 2010). Therefore, how to design a product 
more innovative and environmentally friendly are great challenges that engineers ought 
to face. 

Looking back to the past decade, experienced-related approach takes the domain part 
during product development process (Blanchy et al., 2015). The experience related 
approach is not able to guarantee the newly developed products could reach users' 
expectation well. While, with the development of technology, the advent of data 
collection, and data visualization techniques, many opportunities are provided for 
companies to get access to utilize large data for value creation. A quantities data be 
visualized to transformed broad information, patterns and trends. To be more specific, 
the tacit needs or hard to tell expectation from users could be represented, which leads 
to a high chance for better products design. A new era of design process based on 
visualization has come.   

Data visualization is used in many fields with different functions. Visualization 
technology has proven to be meaningful in many areas of the design process. There are 
plenty of software programs for visualization entering the market, while, these tools are 
not proved to be as useful as in the final stage of product development (Anderson et al., 
2004). Mc Gown, Green and Rogers (1998) proposed that most researchers have chosen 
to ignore the early stage of design include the conceptual design phase, in favor of 
developing an expert system for support the later stage. Besides, Knopp (1995) 
mentions that the technology push, coupled with a poor understanding of the design 
process, has led to the current lack of support for the conceptual designers. Not so much 
work has been done on data visualization for the early of product design in an 
engineering environment (Graham et al., 1998). 

In addition to the issues mentioned above visualization techniques are lacking of 
support for conceptual design, engineers and designers also suffer from the challenge 
of information overload (Bertoni et al., 2012). As with the higher possibility to collect 
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a large number of data, the easier for them to get lost and confused about redundant 
information (Dymacek et al., 2008). Data, those need to be visualized, usually with the 
characteristic of vast volumes of data or many variables. However, it is not a simple 
work to present complex information in a concise visual display. Consequently, the 
visualization might hardly provide valuable information by ending up with a brief 
version for insights observing from raw data. Hence, the complexity of data increase, 
the demands for visualization tools to support explicitly data visualization is also 
increased. 

Therefore, how to transfer complex data into a readable way, to contribute to the 
conceptual design, is the main research field this thesis emphasizes. 

In today’s knowledge-driven economy, those who successfully engage in the 
visualization process are more often able to shape complex information into new 
opportunities (Keim, 2002). 

Data visualization is a way to provide visual representations and communicate 
information for viewers to understand the most important points in a precisely and 
efficiently way (Friedman, 2008). Recently, visualization is frequently used in a design 
team. While, the choice of selecting appropriate visualization techniques varies, 
depending on viewing context, data types, and the information the engineer want to 
highlight (Herman et al., 2006). So, how to use appropriate visualization methods to 
reveal the information hidden in data with inherent value, inspire creativity, improve 
work efficiency, thus to enhance conceptual design ability is an important task (Keim, 
2002). 

In this thesis, a particular case of the improvement of wheel loader fuel efficiency is 
implemented, which relies on the current research effort in the Model-Driven 
Development and Decision Support (MD3S) research profile. 

The research challenge is to reduce the uncertainty of conceptual design by 
investigating the use of data mining or visualization techniques to create a new product 
with better performance based on knowing the current product by collecting data and 
visualizing it. 

In the case, an amount of data from a current machine was collected. The purpose is to 
reveal the hidden information for patterns and trends observed thus to support the 
certainty of conceptual design in a traditional environment. 
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In this thesis, data visualization is applied in a traditional engineering environment to 
help engineers get insights for decision making during the early stage of product design.  

In general, the thesis objectives included 3 points:  

 Explore different data visualization methods for the conceptual design phase. 
 Develop prototypes for complex data visualization. 
 Visualize the data result in a decision-making interface and concise way.  

There are two processes for data visualization, firstly, appropriate data be found out 
from a system. Secondly, the suitable visual methods are implemented to express the 
value information within the data (Dymacek et al., 2008).  

While this thesis only focuses on data visualization, the data retrieval is out from the 
research boundary of this investigation. Besides, visualization background is limited to 
conceptual design in an engineering environment, while, the data visualization for 
business or the later stage of product development are also not included the scope. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.1: thesis research boundary 
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According to the objectives, the central research question is formulated as follow:  
Central research question:  
How can complex data be visualized in conceptual design for insights gathering and 
decision making in a traditional engineering environment?   
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2. Theoretical framework 

In this chapter, the literature about designing a data visualization is searched to lay the 
theoretical foundation for thesis research. The theories in this chapter follow the 
structure of:  

 Product development 
 Conceptual design  

o Visualization to support conceptual design 
o The challenge of applied data visualization in conceptual design 

 Data visualization 
o The objectives of data visualization. 
o A taxonomy of data visualization techniques.  
o Guideline of design a data visualization. 
o Data visualization for decision making.  

 Decision support system 

Product development is a series of activities starting with the perception of a market 
opportunity and ending up with the production, sales, and delivery (Ulrich& Eppinger, 
2008). Besides, product development is the process of creating or developing a new 
product to customers, and this process is usually done by a project team (Ulrich& 
Eppinger, 1995). Industrial product development process varies, and there are several 
different product development process models, but generally, they are in a sequence of 
processes (Pahl and Beitz, 1996).  

Traditionally, there are six phases in product development: planning, conceptual design, 
system level design, detail design, testing and refining, and the production ramp-up 
(Ulrich& Eppinger, 2008). The following (Figure 2.1) shows the product development 
processes.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Product Development Process (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008) 
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In recent years, with the high speed of the business environment and the evolving needs 
of customers, the requirements of advanced techniques to support product development 
process is greater than before (Goffin & Mitchell, 2005). 

In today’s digital world, the data information is an asset (Su et al., 2006). New 
technologies, like data mining and visualization methods, are applied in product 
development process to help engineers design better products by capturing data from 
users and machines and then visualizing data to represent the tacit needs. Therefore, the 
implementation of data visualization in product development is a striking trend (Su et 
al., 2006).   

Conceptual design is an early process in product development (from figure 2.1). 
Besides, conceptual design identifies a basic solution path through the elaboration of a 
solution principle (Pahl & Beitz, 1996). One of the main aims in conceptual design is 
to studies of possible concepts, evaluate and select the best one to satisfied the goal of 
the project (Stump et al., 2004). Moreover, conceptual design is highly interdisciplinary, 
and it involves cooperation with customers, designers, and engineers (Wang et al., 
2002). Ideally, the conceptual design needs to offer a description of the proposed 
product, which is recommended to be represented by prototypes (Kaulio,1998) 

With the fierce competition between industry companies, the shorter time to design a 
product, the higher chance to attract more customers and occupy a bigger market. 
(Wang et al., 2002). To satisfy this need, designing a right product in the first time is 
becoming more and more important, and a significant shift has emerged as well that the 
conceptual design is received greater attention than before (Wang et al., 2002).  

The decisions made during the conceptual design stage has a profound influence on a 
final product on the cost, performance, reliability, safety and environmental impact 
(Hsu & Liu,2000). It has been proved that more challenging and costly to correct or 
compensate the shortcoming of poor concept design in the latter stage (Hsu & Liu,2000). 

Therefore, the requirement of advanced techniques is developed to support conceptual 
design is a critical issue.  

2.2.1 Data visualization to support conceptual design 

According to Weber (1993), visualization helps in obtaining a better understanding of 
the issue simply because the comprehensive information is most intuitively from visual 
senses for people. Visualization can make communication effective by understandably 
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visualizing the information or insight and easy to share (Tseng et al., 1998).  

During the conceptual design process, understanding the users’ needs and the 
performance of a product that waited to be improved are critical tasks. In today’s digital 
world, the data information is an asset (Su et al., 2006). The implementation of data 
visualization in concept development is a striking trend (Su et al., 2006). 

New technologies, like data mining and visualization techniques, are applied in product 
development process, to enable engineers to understand the tacit needs to design better 
products by grasping and visualizing the collected data from users, and machines. 
Therefore, the advancement in visualization technology is providing a new version for 
conceptual design.  

During the conceptual design stage, an engineer or designer might not be able to specify 
a new concept and need more support from techniques (Ball et al., 1998.) Computer 
support products have developed and applied in many forms, such as simulations, 
analysis, and optimization, but most of them suitable used in the later stage of product 
development and few applications concerning at conceptual design stage (Wang et al., 
2002). There is still big room for exploring more techniques to support conceptual 
design.   

Card et al. (1999, p.6) explain data visualization as “using computer-supported, 
interactive, visual representation of data to amplify cognition, where the main goal of 
insight is discovery, decision making, and explanation.”. Thanks to the visualization 
technologies to rise availability of the abundant data, as well as the approaches to 
process it, data visualization will become the ‘next mass communication medium’ 
(Viegas & Wattenberg, 2011).  

Data has been visualizing for many years by various forms, which is not a new emerging 
circumstance. Although data visualization has existed for many years, the need for data 
visualization serving for purposes is demanded wider and deeper in more areas 
nowadays (Donoho et al., 2000). A primary goal for data visualization is transferring 
the information clearly and efficiently by different kinds of graphs and maps, while 
visualization in recent year has expanded the application in science (scientific 
visualization), engineering (product visualization), business (business visualization), 
and so forth. Furthermore, the capacity of data used is tended to be massive and 
continues to grow. (Lau & Pan, 2017)  
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2.3.1 The objective of data visualization 

The aim of data visualization summarizes and illustrates the data in a simple and easy 
understanding way to give readers insightful information. The clear structure of data 
visualization assists in knowledge production, insight gathering, relation discovery and 
understanding the information and pattern behind it, thus impacting conceptual design 
and decision making. (Shim et al., 2002) 

2.3.2 A taxonomy of data visualization techniques  

Different researchers present different ways for visualization techniques classification. 
The most cited approach to divided techniques is from Shneiderman (1996), who 
divided the visualization techniques into two dimensions: regarding task-domain to 
select techniques; regarding data type to select techniques. When considering the task-
domain dimension, seven categorisations are list below: 

 Overview: Get the overview information of the entailed collection. 
 Zoom: zoom in the items of interest. When users are interested in some part of 

the data portion, the tools with the function of zoom-in and zoom-out are in 
necessity.   

 Filter: allow the user to control content by removing the uninteresting items and 
keeping the interest-oriented items. 

 Details-on-demand: select the interesting items to get more details on them. 
 Related: when exploring the relationship between data or attributes.    
 History: keep the history of what has been done.   
 Extract: extract a sub collection data to further analysis.  

 
While, the other dimension to classify the visualization techniques (Shneiderman, 1996) 
is considering data types. There are also seven categorisations: 

 1-dimensional/linear: lists of data items, organized by a single feature (e.g., 
alphabetical order). 

 2-dimensional/planar: planar or map data includes geographic maps, floor plans, 
or newspaper layouts. 

 3-dimensional/volumetric: real-world objects such as molecules, the human 
body, and buildings have items with volume and some potentially complicated 
relationship with other elements. Scientific visualization like 3D computer 
models, surface, and volume rendering computer simulations  

 Temporal: timelines are widely used and vital enough for medical records and 
project management. 

 Multi-dimensional: most relational and statistical databases are conveniently 
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manipulated as multidimensional data in which items with n attributes become 
points in an n-dimensional space. 

 Tree/hierarchical: hierarchies or tree structures is a collection of items with each 
item having a link to one parent item (except the root). 

 Network: sometimes relationships among items cannot be conveniently 
captured with a tree structure, and it is useful to have items linked to an arbitrary 
number of other items.   

2.3.3 Guideline of design a visualization 

Designing a visualization is not an easy task, especially when dealing with complex 
data visualization. With the help of the visualization principles, design an ideal 
representation of the data information might be easier.  

Design Visualization principles:  

There are different ways to design visualization. However, a straightforward and basic 
guideline is from Sheiderman (1996). The basic principles are summarized as follow: 

 Overview first: understand an overview of the entire situation. 
 Zoom and filter: zoom in the items that interested and filter out the uninteresting 

items. 
 Details on demand: gain the detail information of an item or group when further 

needed.  
 

Design Visualization Process: 

Besides, presented in Ben Shneiderman’s book (Shneiderman, 1996) ‘Introduction to 
information visualization’, a detailed process is proposed to give guidance for 
visualization process.  

1. Define the problem.  
 Understanding the problem the visualization need to solve. Discuss with users 

to observe the needs and expectation from them.  
2. Define the data to be presented. 

 There are three main types of data to be presented through information 
visualization, which includes quantitative data, qualitative data, and categorical 
data.  

 Quantitative data: numerical data, and is amenable to statistical manipulation.  
 Qualitative data: include ordinal data, which does not have a number but with 

order.  
 Categorical data: which is neither number nor order.  

3. Define the dimensions required to represent the data. 
 Before visualization, the number of variables and dimensions are needed to be 

considered. The more variables, the more complex it can be.  
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4. Define the structures of the data. 
Lay a foundation of how to choose the appropriate visualization tools by understanding 
the structure of data. There are some common relationships of data:  

 Linear relationship;  
 temporal relationship;  
 spatial relationship; 
 hierarchical relationship;  
 networked relationship. 

5. Define the interaction required from the visualization. 

2.3.4 Data visualization for decision making 

The large quantities of data create a need for effective presentation of summarized 
information to avoid an information overload. Visualization techniques provide a 
solution to this problem. 

Data-driven decision support is recognized as a major issue for organizations and 
companies (Power, 2008). Managers and engineers are facing the challenge of making 
decisions when developing a new product. Data driven decision system supports them 
to make a decision. While, technologies like data mining and visualization techniques 
allow them to access data, understand the information, and see patterns to get the 
insights for decision making.  

Visualization is increasingly being used in the decision-making process, as a tool to 
support user interactions and components involved (Rojas, 2015). There are some 
researchers presenting the important role of data visualization plays in decision-making. 
Kellen (2005) discusses how imagery helps in making decisions. Benn at al. (1994) 
indicates that imagery shows two important problem-solving and decision-making 
activities: distinguishing a problem from the symptom; deciding upon and 
implementing a course of action. As been mentioned already, the purpose of 
visualization is not to make graphs, but to help people think (Few, 2009). Data 
visualization, on the one hand, gives the potential that enables people to become more 
engaged to select the presented information, on the other hand, data visualization can 
lead users to make discoveries and decisions.  

Furthermore, data visualization supports the interaction between users/data-analysts 
and data sets involved in the decision-making process (Rojas et al., 2015). For example, 
visualization can be used to obtain a preliminary understanding of the data and refine 
the initial objectives and tasks defined by the user in the problem formulation phase 
(Rojas et al., 2015). 
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Decision support system (DSS) is a term which could enhance the ability of decision 
making by an interactive computer-based system to help decision makers use 
communications technologies, and models to solve problems, and complete decision 
process (Power, 2008).  

DSS is valuably used in situations with high optimality, at the same time (Sprague et 
al., 2008). It is an excellent tool to support decision-making activities through compile 
useful information from raw data to help decision maker solve problems and make 
decisions (Power, 2008).  

A taxonomy for DSS created by Power and Sharda (2009) is shown in the following 
description: 

 A communication-driven decision support system: enables and emphasizes on 
cooperation; supports more than one person working on a shared task.  

 A data-driven decision support system: emphasizes on the access to a series of 
data, which include internal and external to enhance the decision making.  

 A document-driven decision support system: manipulates unstructured 
information in a variety of electronic formats to support the decision-making 
process. 

 A knowledge-driven decision support system: utilizes specialized problem-
solving expertise as rules, procedures or structure to support the decision-
making system.   

 A model-driven decision support system: data and parameters are provided to 
help decision makers in analyzing a situation during the decision process.    

 

Figure 2.2: Decision support system (Power and Sharda, 2009) 
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3. Method 

This chapter describes the methodology conducted in this thesis, as well as the approach 
to accomplish the result. The thesis is based on a specific case, building prototypes to 
visualize complex data.   

The research process is beginning with a literature review to obtain the comprehensive 
understanding of the research background. Continuing that, benchmarking method is 
performed to sort out common data visualization techniques to lay the foundation for a 
later stage of developing visualization prototypes. Then, a specific case is used to design 
a visualization by selecting visualization techniques based on benchmarking result. 
Furthermore, an experiment is conducted to gather information and understand wishes 
from engineers. Meanwhile, data collection methods like questionnaire and interview 
are used to collect feedbacks and suggestion. In the end, a prototype for complex data 
visualization is proposed.   

 

Figure 3.1: Method process flow 
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A literature review is the first and fundamental thing before conducting research 
(Creswell, 2013). The literature review aims to obtain an overview of existing studies 
on a particular topic (Cornin & Coughlan, 2008). The literature review was performed 
during the whole process, while with different purposes. In the first-round literature 
review, which is helpful to understand current problems and challenges thus to come 
up with a research question, while the later-stage literature review focuses on in-depth 
knowledge exploration.    

An efficient method of planning a research study is to consider where the proposed 
review starts (Randolph, 2009). As the aim of the thesis is about designing prototypes 
to visualize complex data for convenient insight gathering during the conceptual design 
phase in an engineering development. So, in the start of literature review, to 
understanding the application background of visualization is an essential cornerstone. 
Thus, some concepts about product development and visualization in product 
development are searched.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Key words of literature review in product development 

 

After understanding the conceptual design, which includes the change and trend of it, 
and the relation between conceptual design with visualization. The key words about 
visualization, visualization type, and the functions of visualization are searched to grasp 
the general understanding of these concepts. 
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Figure 3.3: Key words key words of literature review in broad visualization 

 

Since the focus of the thesis is on data visualization, therefore, the literature about data 
visualization, data type, data visualization process, the taxonomy of data visualization 
techniques is searched.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Key words of literature review in data visualization 

 

When the knowledge of data visualization is obtained, continuing sort out the suitable 
visualization techniques that might be applied in this thesis. Therefore, benchmarking 
is a research method that will be implemented. Hence, the literature review of how to 
do benchmarking, benchmarking of visualization techniques, and the ways to collect 
and compare the advantages and disadvantages of different techniques are conducted 
in the following research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Key words of literature review in benchmarking of visualization techniques 
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easily, a test is acquired to seek feedbacks from engineers, the key stakeholders, 
whether these preliminary selected visualizations techniques are intuitive for them or 
not. Hence, the testing method to in line with the feedbacks collection is searched.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Key words of literature review in testing and data analysis 

The thesis focuses on using visualization for insight gathering in conceptual design. So, 
having a brief understanding of different visualization techniques is a fundamental issue 
before creating a prototype for visualization. While, with the rapidly increasing demand 
of visualization, many visualization tools have appeared and none general visualization 
tool would be suitable to use in all the cases. So, a process of designing a visualization 
prototype must be based on having a thorough understanding the features of each 
visualization techniques, in that way, to match the best one technique according to 
different visualization situation and data type.  

Benchmarking is a useful tool for making a comparison of similar things with a different 
standard (Metin,2002). Therefore, benchmarking is performed to obtain comprehensive 
insights of diverse visualization techniques and compare different function of them 
(Georges et al., 2002). 

In the benchmarking phase, two stages are performed; firstly, conduct an overview 
benchmarking, in which to obtain a cognition of different visualization techniques.   
Secondly, classify the visualization methods based on the information that needs to 
highlight from the case, thus to match and integrated techniques with similar features, 
under different visualization situations. 

The purpose of the first stage is to collect the information about advantage and 
disadvantages of each visualization techniques. Then, in order make the collected 
information clearer to see and compare, the classified stage was set to sort out the 
collected tools with different functions, according to needs from visualization situation, 

Test and data analysis 

Design 
experiment  

Questionna
ire  

Data 
analysis  

Interview  
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and the classified tools are listed in a table.  

3.2.1 Conduct a benchmarking  

The benchmarking is running for understanding the features of popular visualization 
techniques, what type of data is suitable for visualization in this type, in which case the 
visualization is clearer and more concise.  

The processes of benchmarking are: 

1. Online search to collect standard visualization tools.  
2. The benchmark table is listed for showing result about visualization techniques 

with pros and cons. 
3. A Classification of visualization techniques by features that the visualization 

situations are required to show.  

After benchmarking to obtain an overall knowledge of various functions of 
visualization methods, a specific case is used for designing visualization to explore 
answers to research questions.  

There is a simple and straightforward data visualization process, presented in Riccardo 
Mazza’s book ‘Introduction to information visualization’ (2010) which includes five 
steps.    

1. Define the problem: understanding the problem that the visualization will solve. 
2. Define the data to be presented. 
3. Define the dimensions required to represent the data. 
4. Define the structures of the data. 
5. Define the interaction required from the visualization 
 

Taking the process above as guidance, the design visualization processes in this thesis 
is beginning with understanding the background of the case and the data situation. 
Following that, define the data type, dimension, and structure. Next, select the 
visualization techniques to try and present the given data information. Also, testing the 
intuitiveness of the first-round visualization with engineers to seek feedbacks and 
suggestions for improvements. Furthermore, design a visualization prototype. The 
figure below shows the design visualization process. 
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Figure 3.7: Design visualization process 

3.3.1 Classifying visualization techniques based on visualization 

scenarios 

Benchmarking is helpful to collect and compare different visualization techniques. 
While integrating, and classifying the result from benchmarking is a critical part to 
make the result organized and lay the foundation for further data visualization.  

After understanding the background of a particular case of wheel loader fuel 
consumption, three visualization scenarios are settled based on the needs of engineers. 
In order to bring convenience for engineers to design visualization in a later stage, a 
classification of visualization techniques is necessary.  

Therefore, the classification of visualization techniques is based on the data information 
that three visualization scenarios need to highlight and the features that techniques own 
to show. As a result, the following are the feature to divide the visualization techniques. 

 Comparison: visualization methods that help to show the differences or 
similarities between values. 

 Deviation: different from a settled value or a standard.  
 Proportion: visualization methods that use size or area to show differences or 

similarities among values or to a whole 
 Part of the whole: visualization methods that show part (or parts) of a variable 

to its total. It is often used to show how an entity is divided up. 
 Distribution: visualization method that displays frequency, how data spread out 

over an interval or is grouped. 

A usability test is an experiment text which testing concepts or prototypes in a designed 
environment with final users, to collect data and gather feedbacks (Nielsen,1994). 

Usability testing involves watching them how to use it for the intended purpose. 
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Normally, subjective and objective feedbacks would be received.  

Since the final goal of the thesis is to present an ideal visualization prototype for 
complex data visualization, a usability test is suitable to test the first round of selected 
tools for evaluating the intuitiveness and collect suggestions from engineers for further 
improvement. There are three methods applied in usability testing, which are 
experiment, questionnaire, and interview. 

Experiment  

The experiment is a process to try or test a theory, and a validation of a principle 
(Patricia, 1996). An experiment should always be designed at first and put into a 
reaction when material, spatial and other conditions are agreeable (Patricia,1996). As 
soon as experimental results are derived, data got from the experiment can be analyzed 
and then be used to judge, validate or make a superposition of a theory (Miller et al., 
1976). It is always of great value to do experiments, as conducting experiments allows 
people to get a better understanding and validate a hypothesis. 

The purpose of experimenting: 

The aims of experimenting are tested the preliminarily selected visualization tools and 
data collection. There are a set of methods for collecting data in qualitative research, 
including observations, textual (questionnaire), or individual analyze and interview 
(Silverman, 2000). Hence, to collect more data and feedbacks, questionnaire and 
interview are implemented after the experiment.  

Who is involved:

The experiment would be conducted in a traditional engineering environment, where 
four experts with engineering design background from mechanical engineering 
department would be involved, which in line with the point of view from Nielsen (1993), 
the best results come from a test is no more than five participants.  

1. Preparation for the experiment: 
A comprehensive planning was needed to be considered in advance before 
experimenting. So, during the planning stage, the following steps are undertaken: 

a) Consider the hypothesis - what is the main purpose that needs to test.  
b) Come up with a task that could be given for experiment based on the hypothesis.  
c) Make slides for illustrating the test background to experts briefly 
d) Design a questionnaire according to the questions that need to validate.   
e) Formulate the interview questions to make up the lack from the questionnaire for 

the deep reasons exploring. 
f) Print out the questionnaire, interview questions and the first round of data 
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visualization results. 
2. Experimenting:  

 When the experiment is started, the procedures are followed by the following 
steps: 

a) Introduce a task background to engineers. 
 Before starting the experiment, a brief introduction of the background of the 

task. The detail purposes and the research question investigated in this research 
are not present. It costs five minutes.  

b) Introduce them the visualization methods.  
 Showing four engineers the visualization results by different visualization tools 

from printed papers and dashboards in a computer. Engineers could choose 
either of them for the test. 5 minutes used in this stage.  

c) Allow experts to use the tools for insights gathering. 
 30 minutes was given for engineers to get insights from trying the tools and to 

see which type of visualization is more intuitive and easy understanding for 
decision making.  

d) Share their insights gathered from the visualization.  
 5 minutes for experts to communicate and comment on the visualization method.  

e) Do questionnaire separately.  
 5 minutes for experts to fill a questionnaire. A series of close questions are listed 

in following of each visualization methods.     
f) Expert interview (Semi-structured interview) 

 Around 30 minutes’ interviews with each expert separately after the experiment. 
More open questions were asked to seek more suggestions.  

Questionnaire 

Questionnaire is a common tool to collect information directly from a group of 
individuals (Saris et al., 2016). It is also a cheap and easy way to get standardized 
feedbacks, as it is predetermined and not influenced by answers from respondents 
(Banerjee et al., 2011).  

The purpose of conducting a questionnaire:  

The questionnaire is conducted to validate and test the selected visualization tools to 
collect suggestions and feedback for further improvement. The central challenge of the 
research is to understand what is the type of visualization techniques are intuitive and 
comprehensive for engineers, as well as the reasons for it. So, designing a questionnaire 
and then analyze the answers from it would be useful to grasp the direct feedbacks and 
understand the thoughts from the stakeholders (Banerjee et al., 2011).  

Design a questionnaire:  

During the design questionnaire process, keeping the question brief and clear is always 
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in mind. A set of questions are formulated to in line with the research question and the 
purpose that need to be validated. In the questionnaire, four types of questions are 
applied, which are check list, two - way questions, multiple choices, ranking scales. 
While open questions were excluded as the individual interview would be held later, 
and the form of discussion can replace open questions.  

When it comes to the four types of questions, the purpose of each application is not the 
same. Check list applied for understanding which visualization method is intuitive and 
useful for engineers. Ranking scales is used to rank the sequence of visualization 
methods according to the intuitiveness, practicality to know engineers' preference thus 
for mastering their taste. Two-way questions are applied to define whether they are 
familiar with this type of method or not. Multiple choices are used to select all possible 
visualization methods that are intuitive for them to make decisions.  

The complete questionnaire is displayed in Appendix A.  

Interview 

Interview is a qualitative research tool. Saldaña (2011) proposed that the interview is 
an effective data collection method to record an individual’s or group’s perspectives, 
opinions, attitudes, and beliefs about their personal experiences. The format of the 
interview can be highly structured, consisting of several prepared questions to be asked 
in a special order of participant (Saldaña, 2011). Normally, the interview is more 
flexible than the questionnaire, and the collected data is correspondingly harder to 
analyze.  

The interview type: 

There are three fundamental types of interview: structured, semi-structured and 
unstructured interview (Boyce & Neale, 2006). A semi-structured interviewing is 
selected to perform in this research. Structure interview might lose the chance for deep 
reasons exploring, as the questions are all designed, and participants are allowed to 
answer the questions in order with little or no variation. An unstructured interview is 
conducted with litter or no organization, which is easy to start but difficult to manage 
the whole interview. While, semi-structured interview with the guidance of several key 
questions, and not strict like structure interview and also more organizational than an 
unstructured interview. It is a better choice to apply in this test as the questions might 
change a little bit when an answer from engineers need to investigate more. A relative 
question would be asked to track deep information based on the previous answer. 
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Qualitative and qualitative data are two type of data (information) collected from 
qualitative research method such as questionnaire, interview, video, image, document 
et, al. In this research, to gather feedbacks from engineers, two methods of data 
collection are conducted:  

1. Conduct questionnaire with expert after the text immediately.  
2. Interview with expert individually.  

 
Questionnaire analyzes process:  

1. Create a database 
When analyzing the questionnaire, the data (information) can be organized in a table, 
which could be sorted by questions, titles and the other characteristics.  

2. Code the data 
In the database, every response item on the questionnaire needs to be assigned as a 
number code.  

For example: 

 Do you think this visualization method is intuitive for insight gathering?  
o Yes    2= code for “YES”. 
o No     0 = code for “NO”. 
o Maybe  1= code for “Maybe”. 

 
3. Enter the data 
When the response is assigned with number codes, calculating the responses from 
questionnaire is the following step. While, there might be some unexpected problems 
when entering data, and here are the tips to deal with it:   

 If there is a question without answer, just leave it blank. 
 If the response is incomplete, just enter the result that is given.  

 
4. Find the patterns and relationships  
Summarizing and synthesizing the findings from the questionnaire.   

Interview analysis: 

There are many approaches to analyze interview data. In this thesis, the narrative 
analysis is employed for interview data analysis. Narrative analysis has been used for 
analysis in the field of cognitive science, knowledge theory, etcetera, and it is a form of 
qualitative research (Riessman,1993).   
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The process of narrative analysis: 

1. Select of produce raw data  
The raw data tends to be interview transcription, but the result of a field note from 
observation during the interview also can be regarded as raw data. 

2. Organize the data 
According to Polkinghorne (1995), the goal of organizing data is to separate irrelevant 
or redundant information from that will be analyzed. So, organize the data is a critical 
part.  

3. Interpret data 
Look for patterns, regularities as well as contrasts when interpreting data (Coffy & 
Atkinson, 1996).  

The main purpose of the interview analysis is to take meaningful suggestions from 
engineers about the suggestion of visualization methods improvement and add that 
advice to the final prototype design.  
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4. Result and Analysis 

This chapter presents the empirical findings and a final designed prototype for complex 
data visualization. There are four main parts, which are the benchmarking for different 
types of visualization graphs, performance testing of the selected visualization methods, 
data analysis and feedbacks conclusion from the test, and a description of the final 
proposed prototypes respectively. 

There are many novel visualization techniques have been developed in the fields of data 
visualization (Card et al. 1999) and visual data mining (Keim, 2002). A significant 
number of visualization methods at hand, no visualization method, however, is suitable 
to address all the problems (Grinstein, Hoffmann., et al.). The different methods will be 
applied based on data types and information needed to be revealed in a task (Grinstein, 
Hoffman., et al.). For this reason, the work of benchmarking different visualization 
methods, which come to obtain an overview of the features of visualization tools, was 
undertaken before designing the final prototype. 

Due to visualization, can be categorized into scientific visualization, and information 
visualization (Tory, 2004), and this research focus on information visualization. Besides, 
as the primary purpose of this thesis is visual complex data which refer to 
multidimensional data. Hence, a taxonomy of information visualization techniques that 
could visual multi-dimensional data is listed as a guidance of tool-selection during the 
visualization process. 

 

Table 4.1 Benchmarking results 

Type  Picture  Pros Cons 

Table  

 

Show all the data 
in a suitable 
manner and 
precise way 

Difficult to 
present and find 
the pattern 
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Pie chart 

 

Show the 
proportion with 
the whole part. 

Easy to 
understand. 

Show less 
information  

Not suitable to 
the situation of 
too many 
categories in one 
data sets. 

Bar chart 

 

Shows scale of 
the categories 

Easy to the 
comparison. 

Reordering the 
bars can change 
interpretation 

Circle view 

 

Suitable to 
compare different 
value by various 
size and symbol 

Complicated if 
there are too 
many variables 

Column 
chart  

 

Shows continuity 
of data categories 

Inconvenient to 
compare multiple 
categories. 
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Tree map 

 

Show 
proportional value 
and hierarchal 
relationships at 
the same time  

Excellent for 
hierarchically 
nested data values 

Cannot show the 
number of data.  

The detail 
information 
would be hidden 
in small scale 

Histogram 

 

Shows continuity 
of data categories 

Data is grouped 
and cannot see 
individual data 

Nightingale 
rose chart  

 

Shows 

comparison and 
proportion  

The out segment 
can be easy to 
show the increase 
of  

More variable 
and more 
complicated to 
see  

Radar bar 
chart  

 

Show comparison 
and relationship 

Look cool 
compared with a 
conventional bar 
graph.  

Our eye system is 
better to interpret 
straight lines  

Arc 
diagram 
chart  

 

Show relationship 
and good for 
finding pattern  

Less information 
is shown. 

Not suitable for 
visualizing many 
variables.  
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Donut chart  

 

Show comparison 
and proportions   

Using length to 
show the 
proportions is 
easy to get the 
point  

Take less space 
than pie chart  

Not suitable for 
visualizing data 
with close 
porosities.  

Span chart  

 

Show comparison 

Show data range 
from the 
minimum to 
maximum  

A little hard to 
make a 
comparison  

Radar 
chart/ 
spider chart 

 

Easy to show the 
deviation  

An effective tool 
for comparing 
one thing's 
performance to a 
standard’s or a 
group's 
performance 

Can be Confused 
to observe if there 
are many 
variables and 
axes. 

Butterfly 
chart 

 

Quick glance of 
the difference 
between two 
groups with the 
same parameters 

Difficult to 
compare total 
impact 

Box plot 

 

Shows average 
and transition in 
one picture 

Takes less space 

Shows outliers  

Suitable for 
visualizing many 
data for 
comparison   

Cannot see the 
detailed 
information 
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Scatter plot 

 

Shows all data 
points, including 
outliers 

Cannot highlight 
correlation 

Hard to explain 

 Run 
Chart 

 

Easy to interpret, 
with four easy 
rules to look for 

Cannot be used 
for unordered 
categories 

Stacked bar 
chart  

 

Shows more 
categories of a 
variable  

Compares and 
looks up 
individual 
categories.  

Cannot predict 
the trend  

3D LINE 
GRAPH 

 

Shows the trend Hard to catch the 
specific data of 
each variable 

Small 
multiple 

 

Easy to compare 
by a series of 
similar graphs or 
charts 

Suitable to show 
comparison in a 
small group of 
data sets  

Bubble 
chart  

 

Demonstrate the 
relation among 
labeled cycles 

A limited data 
size capacity 

Makes the chart 
hard to read with 
many bubbles 
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After the benchmarking, a clear mind of pros and cons about different available 
visualization methods are obtained.  

To display data information more intuitively and reveal hidden information entirely. It 
is better to classify different visualization methods by distinguishing functions. The 
work of sorting visualization tools would be displayed after the introduction of the case 
background since the categorization based on the case background and needs from 
engineers. 

In this part, the background of a visualization case would be introduced, as only 
knowing the visualization purpose and desired accomplishment on this context, the 
appropriate visualization tools can be applied and designed. A good start point is to 
know the background, what kind of information that engineers would like to show; 
what is the main point need to highlight; and how deep detail required for visualization. 

4.2.1 The background 

Environmental protection and energy usage are the main topics nowadays, which force 
construction industry to develop more efficient and energy-saving machine (Yeam et 
al., 2011). Besides, a machine with high energy efficiency is also a selling point for 
customers. Hence, improving the fuel efficiency of construction equipment is a crucial 
thing. Such efficiency performance can be achieved by more efficient use of existing 
products or by developing new products capable of reducing energy consumption 
(Cronholm, 2013).  

However, the performance of construction equipment, such as wheel loader, in different 
off-road transport varies a lot, which means the performance in one type of operation 
might not be the same with the other types of operations (Cronholm, 2013). Therefore, 
obtain a good knowledge of the machine operate in different conditions as well as one 
characteristic lead to different energy performance are two fundamental bases for a 
design team to get knowledge before a now conceptual design put up.  

In this research, a particular case of the improvement of wheel loader fuel consumption 
is applied. Wheel loader, a form of the tractor, with a bucket and arms, which serves for 
moving material or dirt from one place to another by lifting it to prevent material pushed 
on the ground (Bertoni et al., 2017). Regarding energy fuel consumption, there are four 
sources of power required by wheel loader: lifting the material with the bucket; moving 
the loader from place A to place B; the power for cabin comfort and other power usages 
(Bertoni et al., 2017)  
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Regarding developing a high efficacy wheel loader, a bunch of operating data from the 
current machine is collected and waited for visualization to help engineers get 
inspiration and explore insights in an advantageous way for a conceptual design of the 
high-efficiency machine. 

The needs of engineers:  

The essential information that engineers would like to obtain from visualization are:  

1. Showing the fuel consumption on different operations. 
2. Indicating the impact of one variable change that influences the total fuel 

consumption.  

4.2.2 Points to consider when selecting a visualization method  

When case background and engineers’ needs are understood, at this stage, what types 
of techniques are appropriate to implement should be taken into consideration. While 
choosing the right type of visualization is a tough task. Hence, several questions are 
listing following could be helpful to consider before selecting visualization tools: 

5 What information need to convey? / What information is important to highlight? 
6 What kind of data type of in this case?  
7 What sort of relationship needs to be visualized from data? (e.g: time-series? A 

hierarchy?)   
8 How detail of information needs to be revealed?  

 
What message needs to be conveyed?   

According to the needs from the background, in this visualization, the engineers should 
get a good understanding of the current machine’ fuel performance. For example, what 
is the fuel consumption of current machine working under three contexts (short cycle, 
load - carry and shot - rock), and the influence of a single characteristic to impact the 
whole fuel performance (Bertoni, 2017). Therefore, the information that needed to be 
displayed is firstly allowing engineers to obtain an overview of the machine’s 
performance in different operations. Besides, opportunities are provided to extract a 
group of data they interested to investigate more detail information. In addition, a 
deviation of baseline fuel consumption will need to be presented to show the difference 
which can allow engineers take for further discussion. Furthermore, when the insights 
of the high fuel consumption are obtained, the impact of a single variable which has a 
high impact is also be revealed.  

Hence, the visualization methods are required with the function of presenting the 
overall situation, the deviation with the baseline, the feature of comparison and the 
showing the relation of part-to-whole.   
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What kind of data type in this case?  

The different data type would guide to choose and narrow down the scope of selecting 
visualization tools in a case. 

In the case of the thesis, the data type belongs to multidimensional data, which 
combined of 7 variables with several characteristics in each of them. This kind of data 
makes the visualization process more sophisticated.  

What sort of relationship do they need to visualize? (e.g: time-series? A hierarchy?) 

Different data relationship will directly impact the selection of different visualization 
tool, as different types of visualization technique with different functions. Like some 
types of visualization techniques, they are capable of showing the comparison while 
not suitable to show flow change. On the contrast, some other visualization techniques 
are used to show the trend, or identify outliers but not good for comparison. 

While in this case of visualization, the relations need to be revealed are: 

1. Show the overall situation, which reveals the relationship of part-to-whole.  

2. Demonstrate the trend of variables change, which presents the trend relationship. 

3. Indicate the impact of one variable change on the whole fuel performance, which is 
compatible to offer the comparison relationship. 

4.2.3 The visualization techniques choice in each situation 

From the background, the needs of engineers, visualization techniques from 
benchmarking stage are sorting into five visualization groups by different functions and 
features of these tools. In this section, a classification of visualization techniques is 
listed to pave the way for next step of implementation.   

1. Overview:  
Displaying a large number of data to get an overview insight. Hence, the techniques 
should with the feature of showing an overall view.  

2. Filter: 
Filter out the group of data in similar value to explore pattern within each cluster. 
Showing the deviation with a baseline to get the highest and lowest data and explore 
patterns. So, the visualization techniques with features of comparison, and deviation 
are needed.  

3. Detail-on-demand: 
Going deeper to find out patterns that one variable impact on the whole value. The 
features that techniques need own is showing part to the whole.   
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Table 4.2 List of visualization techniques by different features 

Visualization feature Visualization techniques 
 

 
 

Comparison 
 

Bar chart 
Box-plot chart 
Butterfly chart 

Scatter plot 
Stacked bar chart 

Table 
Line chart 

  

 

 Distribution 

Bubble chart 
Box plot 

Parallel sets 
Circle view 
Scatter plot 

 
 

Deviation 

Box-plot chart 
Parallel sets 
Circle view 
Scatter plot 

Butterfly chart 
Waterfall chart 

 
  

Part to the whole 

Pie chart 
Parallel sets 

Stacked bar chart 
Tree map 

Waterfall chart 
Bar chart  

 

4.2.4 Visualization techniques implementation   

After the classification of different visualization techniques that suitable to represent 
different relationship the case required, some methods are chosen to apply in 
visualization situation to display complex data. 

1. Show the overall fuel consumption 
Under this visualization situation, eight types of visualization techniques are 
implemented, which includes circle view, heat map, tree map, table, bar chart, stacked 
bar chart, box-plot, and packed bubble.  
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Circle view: 

 

Figure 4.1: Circle view shows the overall situation 

 

Circle view is a way for comparative visualization of a set of data and variables, at the 
same time, much information packed into one visualization. In the example above, all 
the fuel consumption cases in short cycle operation are displayed. Firstly, five 
categories, which includes curve density, driver experience, speed change, topography, 
and road type are display in the viewing page. Besides, one category ground resistance 
is signed with different colors and shown on the bubble to corresponding the parameters 
within ground resistance. The two variables of road type and ground resistance are 
selected for comparing the different fuel consumption when keeping the others 
categories unchanged.  

Pros: 

 Show the different level of fuel consumption by various sizes of the circle. 
 Using color to mark the parameters for easy pattern-tracking and fuel 

consumption comparison.  
 Using one category (road type in this visualization for example) to sub classify 

the fuel consumption for comparison. 
Cons: 

 Difficult to compare the fuel consumption by identifying the different size of 
the circle.   

 Too much information is presented in one interface.   
 Some data information might be hidden or sophisticated to observe if several 

data sets under the same category. 
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Heat maps: 

 

Figure 4.2: Heat map shows the overall fuel consumption 

 

When taking a visual method to show data like a crosstab way, the heat map is a method 
worth considering. This visualization method applied a good way to show an amount 
of data as well as compare different measurements using color and size.  

In the example, a heap map is created to show an overview fuel consumption in short - 
cycle operation to compare fuel performance under the different topography situation. 
Four different colors are used to correspond four types of topographies. 

Pros: 

 The size of square indicating the volume of fuel consumption.  
 The color code marked to distinguish the variables change lead to the variety of 

fuel consumption.   
Cons:  

 Difficult to identify the various level of fuel consumption by different size.  
 The way of visualizing parameters might be confused viewers.   
 Information over-whelming in one visualization.  
 Hard to make a comparison and explore patterns. 
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Table:   

 

Figure 4.3: Table shows the overall fuel consumption 

 

Table is applied in most data sets visualization especially text-based visualization, 
which organized text and data simply into rows and columns.  

This visualization example above applies a table to visualize complex data that with a 
large number of data sets. It is telling a simple story of the overall fuel consumption in 
short-cycle operation.  

A color scheme is applied by a continuous blue gradient scale from darkest to lightest 
to represent the fuel consumption value from highest to lowest. The light blue 
represents low fuel consumption cases, and dark blue represents high fuel consumption 
ones. This visualization provides an easy way for engineers to observe the fuel 
consumption change according to the gradient change of color.    

Pros: 

 Data information is displayed in a clear and manner way. 
 Using gradient color (darkest and lightest) to highlight the highest and lowest 

fuel value for easy pattern explore.   
 Very intuitive to find out the high fuel consumption situations. 

Cons:  

 The middle level of fuel consumption values is easy to be ignored and hard to 
observe insights. 

 Too much text in this visualization. 
 The variables are not easy to understand. 
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Tree map: 

 

Figure 4.4: Tree map shows the overall fuel consumption 

 

Tree map is an appropriate visualization method when revealing hierarchical 
information and make comparisons of different parts. It is a powerful and intuitive 
especially for explaining complex data with the part-to-whole relationship, which can 
show hundreds of items in a single visualization. 

The example provided above shows the fuel consumption in the different working 
situations under the short-cycle operation. Different box sizes to stand for the varying 
levels of fuel consumption. The high fuel consumption occupies large area size. In 
contrast, the small area indicates low fuel consumption cases. Color-codes are marked 
to distinguish the variable of ground resistance.  

Pros: 

 Show hundreds of items in a single visualization.  
 The feature of part-to-whole, as well as the comparison, are shown.   
 Different sizes of lattices represent the different levels of fuel consumption.  
 Color-code marked with one variable to comparison fuel performance by 

various parameters in one category. 
Cons: 

 Cannot quickly to figure out the highest and lowest fuel consumption cases just 
by identifying the size of the lattice. 

 The more data sets, the easier lack of detail information. Like some cases above, 
there are blank information or only two variables are displayed on one lattice.   

 Hard for engineers to get insights and analyze without detail information.   
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Bar chart: 

 

Figure 4.5: Bar chart shows the overall fuel consumption 

 

Bar chart visualizes groups of distributed data by length proportion in separate columns, 
which is suitable to show comparison among categories.  

In this example above, the bar chart shows the overall fuel consumption in short-cycle 
operation. There are a significant number of data sets in one operation. Hence, clusters 
marked with different colors are implemented to divide the data sets into five groups 
according to the varying levels of fuel consumption. The similar value of fuel 
consumption is bundled into a group with the same color. The cluster 1 to 5 is indicating 
the average fuel consumption of the groups from low to high, respectively. The cluster 
1 with blue color represents the lowest fuel consumption cases, while, the cluster 5 
marked with green represents the highest fuel consumption cases. 

Pros: 

 Intuitive to get the insights of the fuel consumption of each case by the length 
of columns. 

 Easy to figure out the level of fuel consumption by identifying the color.  
 Convenient to select the similar data sets by extracting one cluster to analyze 

the similarity further.   
 Proper functions of keeping or excluding one or several clusters according to 

engineers’ needs for further analysis.  
 The detailed information is displayed. 

Cons:  

 Too much information in one visualization. 
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Stacked bar chart:  

  

Figure 4.6: Stacked bar chart shows the overall fuel consumption 

 

The stacked bar chart is similar to bar chart but with adding feature of another level of 
detailed information inside a horizontal bar chart, which indicating other dimensions of 
bar chart could be added to the current one or further divided the measure into sub-
group 

The example above shows the fuel consumption in short-cycle operation. There are five 
variables are listed in this left part, and the variable of road-type is color code to make 
a comparison of different fuel consumption. To be more specific, the fuel consumption 
by a further division of road type to make a comparison.   

Pros:  

 Make comparisons of the overall fuel consumption by subdivision of those 
value from one variable.  

 Concise the visualization interface compared with bar chart.  
Cons:  

 Take time to understand the graph 
 Not easy to get the point of one case of fuel consumption due to the other bar 

chart is added to the same dimension. 
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Box-plot:  

 

Figure 4.7: Box-plot shows the overall fuel consumption 

 

The example above, box-plot represents the overall fuel consumption in short-cycle 
operation. Box-plot is a method of depicting groups of data. The distribution of data is 
displayed in 5 number summaries: minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and 
maximum. This bottom line means the minimum and the top line represent depicts the 
maximum. The data sets beyond the top line are outliers.   

Pros: 

 Display a large number of data sets shortly and concisely. 
 Display the distribution of data sets. 
 Show the deviation with the median value for intuitive comparison.  
 Easy to find out the outliers that the maximum and minimum fuel consumption 

are shown in a clear way. 
 The detail information at one point will be displayed if users select it.   

Cons:  

 The middle value of fuel consumption is difficult to identify and select out.  
 The detail information is not exhibited. 
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Packed bubbles 

 

Figure 4.8: Packed bubbles shows the overall fuel consumption 

Packed bubbles view, also called bubble chart, is a way to show relative value without 
regarding axes. It makes full use of space to show a lot of data information, which 
suitable to visualize an amount of data in one view.  

The packed bubble, in above visualization, shows parts of data sets of fuel consumption 
in short-cycle operation. Besides, different size of the bubble to represent the different 
level of fuel consumption. Furthermore, one variable of speed change is marked in 
different colors to bring convenient for engineers for insight gathering.     

Pros: 

 Intuitive to make a comparison of several fuel consumption cases by different 
identity sizes.  

 Easy pattern explores according to the marked color to corresponding the 
parameters. 

Cons:  

 The arrange of the bubble is out of control and a little bit messy.  
 Hard to find out the deep reasons that result in different fuel consumption.  
 The detail information like variables from some data sets is missing in bubbles. 

 
Show the deviation with baseline (4 types): 

In this visualization situation, 4 types of visualization techniques, which includes bar 
chart, butterfly chart, box-plot and scatter plot, are applied to try which is more readable 
for users:  
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Bar chart 

 

Figure 4.9: Bar charts shows deviation situation 

 

Bar chart is used in the situation of showing the overview situation. While it also could 
be applied for showing the deviation situation with average fuel consumption.  

In the example, bar chart reveals the fuel consumption in short-cycle operation. A 
constant vertical line on the axis, which represented the average fuel consumption in 
short cycle operation, is drawn in the bar chart to demonstrate the deviation fuel 
performance of each case with baseline line. Moreover, five different clusters are 
grouping to spilled the data sets by varying levels of fuel consumption. Here, 5 clusters 
are corresponding the very low fuel consumption, low fuel consumption, middle fuel 
consumption, high fuel consumption and very high fuel consumption from cluster 1 to 
cluster 5 respectively.   

Pros: 

 The average line is easy to see and understand.  
 Intuitive to identify the high fuel consumption cases that exceed with baseline. 
 Classified clusters are convenient for uncovered pattern exploring in each group.  
 Color code that marked with different groups is easy to distinguish and select 

for further analysis.  
Cons: 

 It’s hard to compare in cases of all fuel consumption are close to the baseline.  
 Cannot predict the trend. 
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Butterfly chart  

 

Figure 4.10: Butterfly chart shows deviation situation 

 

Butterfly chart, just like the name, which is frequently applied to show visualization 
situation. In this example, when the baseline is settled, the fuel consumption of each 
case in short cycle operation is displayed to compare with baseline in the positive and 
negative side. This chart demonstrates the magnitude of the deviation with baseline 
intuitively. It is convenient for engineers to grasp the information of which case have a 
high deviation and which one with a small deviation.  

Pros: 

 Intuition to get the insights of the fuel performance of each case by comparing 
with baseline in the positive and negative sides.  

Cons:  

 The baseline cannot only settle a single data to be a reference data, instead of a 
data value, a basic case with all the parameters should be settled as a stander 
case.  

 Instead of a single data as a reference, a basic case with all the parameters should 
be displayed as a reference case. 
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Box plot 

 

Figure 4.11: Box-plot shows deviation situation 

 

The original function of box-plot is to reveal the minimum, median, and maximum data 
sets. Furthermore, with an added baseline of average fuel consumption, one more 
feature is to show deviation with the baseline.  

Pros: 

 Show the distribution of a large number of data. 
 Show the deviation in a straightforward way. 
 Reveal not only the deviation with the average value but also demostrate the 

divergence with minimum, median, and maximum value 
Cons: 

 The Variables in each case of don’t clarify.   
 If the value of data sets is similar, the distribution of data is stacked together and 

hard to identify.  
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Scatter plots 

 

Figure 4.12: Scatter plot shows deviation situation 
 

Scatter plot is a popular data visualization method to display multidimensional data for 
pattern exploring and trend forecasting relationship among variables. In the example 
above, scatter plot used to show the deviation of fuel consumption with average value 
in short-cycle operation. 

The two variables of curve density and driver experience are marked out for pattern 
explore. Different symbols to represent the parameters in the variable (curve density), 
similarly, the different colors to distinguish the various drive experience. For example, 
if there is a blue circle below the baseline in the graph, which at least represents an 
expert operates the machine and working with a low curve density, since the blue is 
corresponding the expert, and circle means low curve density. By this way, the 
engineers could get more valuable insights by tracking the color and symbol. 

Pros: 

 Show the deviation with baseline (average fuel consumption). 
 More straightforward for pattern investigating by following colors or symbols. 
 The possibility of trend forecasting.  

Cons:  

 Might be complicated to obtain insights when more variables are marked in one 
graph. 
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2. The parameters impact on the fuel consumption: 
According to engineers’ original expectation of data visualization, revealing the data 
relationship of one variable change to impact on the overall fuel consumption is one 
type of visualization that engineers would like to see. Therefore, in the following, there 
are two types of visualization result presented to show the impact of fuel consumption 
of one parameter. 

Bar chart 

 

Figure 4.13: Bar chart shows the parameter’s impact on total value 
 

The example above is used a bar chart with an interactive filter added on the right side 
of the dashboard to realize the function of change parameters to explore the impact on 
fuel consumption. There are five variables are added to the filers shelf, and engineers 
could change the parameters to view a field they interested to get insights. In this 
visualization, five variables are kept the same parameter, with the change of topography, 
the different fuel performance is shown in the bar chart to provide a horizontal 
comparison on various topography.  

Pros: 

 The filter is used to extract data the engineers needed to make the interface in a 
concise page. 

 Using length feature of the bar chart to compare different fuel consumption is 
intuitive. 

 Easy to operating and get insights.   
Cons:  

 Take more space for depicting a visualization result.  
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Bubble chart  

 

Figure 4.14: Bubble chart shows the parameter’s impact on total value 
 

Bubble chart, like the previous bar chart visualization, is used to show the impact of 
variables on fuel performance. There is little difference between these two visualization 
methods. In the previous bar chart visualization, the parameters in one variable are 
proposed to make a horizontal comparison of the impact on fuel performance. In the 
circle view, except the horizontal comparison of parameters in one variable, the vertical 
comparison of the impact of different variables are also provided. Besides, the different 
size of bubbles is representing the different level of fuel consumption.      

Pros: 

 Show the impact of the parameter changes on the whole fuel consumption. 
 Show comparison of different variables impact the fuel performance 

Cons: 

 Different size is not intuitive like the length to show values.  
 

 

In the previous section, a variety of visualization methods are applied to visualize 
complex data in three different operations and with further patterns explore. While, 
whether these visualizations are helpful and intuitive for engineers for insights 
gathering and decision making are needed to be examined. 

With a view to collect empirical data as well as direct feedbacks from engineers, an 
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experiment was designed to allow engineers collaborate with the different visualization 
tools outlined in the previous chapter Then, the questionnaire and interview were made 
to collect more feedbacks and information. 

The questions that displayed on the questionnaire are listed below. Q1 to Q3 are 
corresponding to three visualization situations of shows the overall fuel consumption, 
show the deviation, demonstrate the impact of one variable on the whole fuel 
consumption respectively, to collect the first impression about these visualization 
methods from engineers. Q4 to Q7 are requested in each of visualization methods for 
deeply explore the utility of the visualization tools. Q8 is proposed to rank all the 
techniques at the end of each visualization situation.   

Q1: Do you think this visualization method is a good way to show an overall 
performance? (in the first situation) 

Q2: Do you think this visualization method is a good way to show deviation with a 
baseline? (in the second situation)  

Q3: Do you think this visualization method is a good way to show the impact of one 
variable on total value? (in the third situation)  

Q4: Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights?  

Q5: Are you familiar with this visualization method?  

Q6: Do you think this visualization help you to the information you need?  

Q7: Do you think this graph help you with faster decision making?  

Q8: Ranking the visualization method according to which one is more intuitive for you 
to get insights? 

 

 

After collecting the data and feedbacks of the first-round tested techniques, the result 
would be examined in this chapter. The data analysis includes two parts, which contain 
the analysis of questionnaire and interview. As the various techniques are applied in 3 
visualization situation, hence, the analysis would be conducted separately under each 
situation figure out which tool is more intuitive for engineers and ranking the techniques 
by intuitiveness and familiarity. 
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4.4.1 Quantitative analysis from questionnaire 

According to the Q1: Do you think this visualization method is a good way to show an 
overall performance? The data analyzing result is showing below. 

Table 4.3 Questionnaire results of ranking the tools applied in context of showing 
overall situation 

Do you think this method is good to show the overall situation? 

 Engineer A Engineer B Engineer C Engineer D Total value Code 

Circle view 1 0 0 0 1 Yes=2 

Heat map 0 0 0 0 0 No=0 

Table 2 1 1 0 4 Maybe=1 

Tree map 1 0 2 0 3  

Staked bar chart 1 0 1 0 2  

Bar chart 2 1 1 1 5  

Box-plot 2 1 1 1 5  

Packed bubble 0 0 1 1 2  

 

The table above concludes the result of which tool is suitable to show the overall fuel 
consumption. The visualization tools that applied in this scene are listed in the left 
column, and the engineers’ labels are put in the first row. Since the question is “Do you 
think this method is good to show the overall situation?” Moreover, the options of the 
answer only with Yes, NO, and Maybe. So, if engineer agrees with a method to apply 
in this visualization scene, then Yes answer corresponds to code 2 be filled into the table, 
and the rest is deducing like this. The answer No corresponds to code 0, and answer 
Maybe equal to code 1. 

From the analyze of Q1, bar chart and box-plot are the most appropriate tools to show 
the overview fuel consumption for engineers. Meanwhile, table also with a high score. 
However, circle view and heat map are not applicable in this visual context. 

 

According to the Q2: Do you think this visualization method is a good way to show 
deviation with a baseline? 

Table 4.4: Questionnaire result of ranking the tools applied in the context of showing 
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the deviation situation 

Do you think this visualization is good to show the deviation with a baseline? 

 Engineer A Engineer B Engineer C Engineer D Total value Code 

Bar chart 2 1 1 2 6 Yes=2 

Butterfly chart 2 2 2 2 8 No=0 

Box-plot 0 0 2 1 3 Maybe=1 

Scatter plot 1 2 1 1 5  

 

Table 4.4 illustrates the result of which visualization technique is suitable to be applied 
in the visualization scene of indicating the deviation with baseline. When sorting out 
the data from the questionnaire, we could see that all the engineers agree with butterfly 
chart is the most suitable method to show the deviation. Besides, bar chart with the 
second-high score to implement in this scene. While box-plot is not applicable in this 
visualization scene from engineer’s perspective.  

 

According to the Q3: Do you think this visualization method is a good way to show the 
impact of one variable on total value? The analyzed result is shown below:  

Table 4.5: Questionnaire result of ranking the tools applied in the context of showing 
the impact of one variable to whole value 

Do you think this method is good to show the impact of one variable to total value? 

 Engineer A Engineer B Engineer C Engineer D Total value Code 

Bar chart 2 0 2 0 4 Yes=2 

Bubble chart 1 0 1 0 2 No=0 

 Maybe=1 

 

Table 4.5 concludes the result of which visualization techniques is better to show the 
impact of one variable change that influences the whole fuel consumption. In this scene, 
only two prototypes are made, which are bar chart and bubble chart. From both of 
visualization methods, a bar chart with a slight advantage compared with a bubble chart 
to apply in this situation.  
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According to the Q4: Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 

Table 4.6: Questionnaire result of ranking all the used techniques by intuitiveness 

Do you think this method is intuitive for insights gathering? 

 Engineer A Engineer B Engineer C Engineer D Total value Code 

Circle view 2 0 1 0 3 Yes=2 

Heat map 0 0 0 1 1 No=0 

Table 0 1 2 1 4 Maybe=1 

Tree map 1 0 0 1 2  

Staked bar chart 2 0 1 0 3  

Bar chart 2 1 2 1 6  

Box-plot 2 1 2 1 6  

Packed bubble 0 0 0 1 1  

Butterfly chart 2 2 2 2 8  

Scatter plot 1 2 0 1 5  

Bubble chart 1 0 1 0 2  

   

Table 4.6 concludes all the tools that applied in three visualization scenes and ranking 
the intuitiveness of these methods. The following column graph shows the analyzing 
result so as to allow it easier to get the point.  
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Figure 4.15: Ranking the intuitiveness of different tools 
 

The column chart illustrates the ranking of the intuitiveness of all the implemented 
visualization techniques from engineers’ perspective. The higher histogram, the more 
intuitive for insights gathering.  

From the result, we could see butterfly chart is the easiest one for engineers to get 
insights. Secondly, bar chart and box-plot chart are great to make complex data 
comprehensive for engineers. Following that are scatter plot and table, which also 
considerable to reveal the complex data. However, heat map and packed bubbles are 
the most useless tools for insights obtained under 3 visualization situations in this case.  

 

According to the Q5: Are you familiar with this visualization method?  

Table 4.7: Questionnaire result of ranking all the used techniques by the familiarity 

The familiarity of the visualization techniques for engineers  

 Engineer A Engineer B Engineer C Engineer D Total value Code 

Circle view 2 2 0 0 4 Yes=2 

Heat map 2 2 2 0 6 No=0 

Table 2 2 2 2 8 Maybe=1 

Tree map 0 2 2 0 4  

Staked bar chart 2 2 0 2 6  

Bar chart 2 2 2 2 8  

Box-plot 0 2 0 0 2  

Packed bubble 2 0 2 2 6  

Butterfly chart 2 2 2 2 6  

Scatter plot 2 2 0 0 4  

Bubble chart 2 2 0 0 4  

 

Table 4.6 present a result of the familiarity of different visualization methods that 
applied in the case from the view of engineers. The figure below shows the result in an 
intuitive way.  
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Figure 4.16: Ranking the familiarity of different visualization tools 

 

The high number represents greater familiarity for engineers. On the country, low 
number describe the low familiarity. From the bar chart, it is not hard to conclude that 
table and bar chart are the methods all the engineers are familiar. Then, butterfly chart, 
stacked bar chart, and heat map are tools that most engineers also know a lot. While 
box-plot with less familiarity compare with other tools for engineers.  

 

 
Bar chart represent familiarity and line chart represents intuitiveness 

Figure 4.17: Comparison the similarity and intuitiveness of different tools  
 

The graph above presents a combined feature of the familiarity and intuitiveness of 
each visualization method for engineers. The bar chart represents the familiarity of the 
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visualization technique for engineers. The line graph indicates the intuitiveness under 
the same visualization tools from engineers’ view. From the analyses result, we could 
see that the high familiarity of the tools does not guarantee that the high intuitiveness 
of the visualization result. Like engineers know less about box-plot but still easy to 
make sense for them.  

 

From analyzing the questionnaire, the conclusions could be drawn in the following:  
1. In the first visualization situation of the show the overall fuel consumption, 

engineers consider box-plot and bar chart are useful techniques to visualize the 
complex data. 

2. In the second visualization situation of showing the deviation case, butterfly chart 
is endorsed by all experts to be an intuitive way to implement in this scene. Besides, 
bar chart also with a high score which suitable to show the deviation situation. 

3. In the third visualization situation of the variables impact on fuel consumption, bar 
chart is with a slight advantage for engineers to get insights. 

4. From analyzing the familiarity of the visualization method, bar chart and table are 
the visualization techniques engineers are more familiar with, while, box-plot is the 
visualization method that engineers with least familiarity. 

5. Although box-plot is not a well-known visualization tool for engineers, it still ranks 
as the second intuitive method for insights gathering. 

6. Table is with a high degree of familiarity like bar chart for engineers. However, low 
intuitive for insight gathering in this special case. 

7. Packed bubble and heat map are two visualization method engineers are familiar 
but both are hard for information observing and patterns exploring in the three 
visualization situations. 

4.4.2 Qualitative analysis from interview  

It is remarkably difficult to obtain a detailed response from questionnaires, as engineers 
may just choose one answer without presenting the reasons why they consider in this 
way. Hence, interviews were conducted to fill up the blank to explore detailed reasons 
as well as extract deep thoughts that engineers might ignore. So, in the interview stage, 
more questions of how they think about these visualization techniques are asked to 
receive more useful feedbacks and suggestions for further improvement.  

 

The description result concludes from all engineers:  

The useful visualization techniques under each visualization case and reasons:  

1. Butterfly chart  
 It is an intuitive tool to show the deviation, as easy to see and compare the 
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deviation by positive and negative side. It is useful to help you make a decision 
by figure out the special cases.   

2. Scatter plot:  
 Color and symbols to represent different variables. Engineers could track the 

information they needed to find patterns. In this visualization tool, if someone 
only wants to see beginner’s performance, just tracking the corresponding color. 
Similarly, following blue color to grasp the information and understand the fuel 
performance when a master is operating a machine. Meanwhile, the insights of 
deviation of fuel consumption also can be obtained by observing the 
relationship between a symbol and the reference line that added in the tool. 

3. Box-plot 
 To have an overview insight, box-plot is interesting and visualize the 

information quite well. It is easy to see the outliers and obtain the overview 
version.  

4. Bar chart  
 When a decision is needed to make, the parameter which one has a large effect 

on the total value is significant. The bar chart visualizes the function in a 
meaningful way. Engineers could play with it to compare only the change of 
one parameter and how the overall fuel consumption varies.  
 

Description result: the less useful visualization techniques in this case and reasons:  

1. Packed bubble 
 This visualization is not suitable for showing the overall information, as too 

many bubbles in one interface which makes the visualization complicated and 
hard to get insight.  

2. Circle view 
 The size of the bubble is not obvious to identify especially when two cases with 

close value. Too much bubble can make it confusing.  
3. Heat map  

 It is lead to information overload in a graph, and also take time to identify and 
matches the number with the case.   

 

Suggestions for improvement:    

1. Butterfly chart: gradient color used to mark the positive and negative part separately, 
which would be clearer for engineers to see different levels of deviation in positive 
and negative poles. 

2. Box-plot: using different colors to represent variables and show the occupation in 
overall position, which is better used to get more insights.  

3. Visualize the parameter in an easy understanding way, in the current visualization, 
the parameter only uses the word to explain, while it is not easy to understand some 
words, like in variable topography, what does the pre-flat, flat, hilly and very hilly 
mean is difficult to understand just by words. 
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4. Too much visualization, just combine and show the graph that is useful for 
engineers to find patterns, using a filter to make the graph more concise. 

 

Findings from the interview:  

1. Does not show too much information at one graph, which would be difficult to find 
patterns and make decisions.  

2. The most important issues of visualization is visualizing the information that 
engineers care about intuitively to help them obtain insights easier. 

3. Color is the good way to show the difference, and it is also more intuitive than size. 
It is hard to identify the difference by size change particularly when visual the 
similar value.   

4. During decision-making stage, engineers don’t have much time to analyze data and 
extract information by themselves, therefore, with minimal visualization tools to 
show more details is what engineers expect. 

5. Using filter is a good way for engineers to see the information they are interested in 
and avoid all the information be visualized at the same time. Otherwise, it would be 
too complicated. 
 

A large number of visualization techniques had been applied to seek feedbacks from 
engineers about which visualization method is more intuitive to use in this visualization 
case. Based on the feedbacks and suggestions, a final prototype consisted of several 
visualization techniques is put forward to deal with complex data visualization for 
insights gathering and pattern exploring in the case of the fuel efficiency improvement 
of the wheel loader. 

The logic of the designed the prototype is first, three types of operations are visualized 
separately. Then, the overall fuel consumption in one operation is demonstrated. 
Furthermore, two types of visualization methods for the pattern exploring are displayed. 
Following that, revealing the impact of a single variable change on the overall fuel 
consumption. 
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Figure 4.18: Visualization of the different operational scenes 
 

In case of knowing the fuel consumption of the current wheel loader, a bunch of data is 
collected and visualized for better understanding the machine’s performance. While 
even the same wheel loader, the fuel efficiency varies a lot in different operations.  

In order to help engineers for easier insight-gather and understand the fuel consumption 
in three operations. The bubble graph (figure 4.18) method is presented to visualize 
three types of operations separately, which enable engineer concentrate on one working 
scene at a single time. Besides, the different sizes of the bubbles describe the various 
levels of fuel consumption in each operation. It is easy to see that the load-carry with 
high fuel consumption and short cycle with low fuel consumption in general.  

Meanwhile, pictures and texts are applied to describe the difference of three operations 
briefly. When engineers click one operation, the overall fuel consumption in one 
operation would be shown, which is presented by the following visualization prototype. 
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Figure 4.19: Visualization of the overall fuel consumption in one operation 

 

When concentrating on one operation, having the basic understanding of overall fuel 
consumption is required.  

Box-plot method (Figure 4.19) is used to show the overall fuel performance in short 
cycle operation. This approach displays complex data in a concise and easy 
understanding way which had been proved on experiment and interview feedbacks from 
engineers. 

In order to bring more advantages for engineers to explore patterns and reasons causing 
the several levels of fuel consumption, clusters are marked with colors to divide fuel 
performance into five groups: low fuel consumption, middle fuel consumption, upper 
middle fuel consumption, high fuel consumption, and extreme fuel consumption. In 
each cluster, the number of items and average fuel level, which to distinguish each 
cluster, are displayed.   

In this visualization case, there are 22 numbers of items in cluster 1 and the average 
fuel consumption is 9898. Similarly, 26 numbers of elements in cluster 2 and with an 
average fuel consumption of 11310. Besides, there are 12,5,4 number of items with the 
average fuel consumption of 12705, 14314 Land 16814 respectively in cluster 3,4 and 
5.    
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Table 4.8: The information about number of items and average fuel consumption in 
each cluster   

Cluster Number of items  Average fuel consumption  

Cluster 1: Low fuel  22 9898 

Cluster 2: Middle fuel  26 11301 

Cluster 3: Upper middle fuel 12 12705 

Cluster 4: High fuel 5 14314 

Cluster 5: Extreme fuel  4 16184 

 

The fuel consumption in short cycle operation is classified into 5 clusters. When 
clusters are defined, three questions should be resolved to make a path for further 
insights gathering. 

What are reasons leading to distinguish the diverse levels of fuel consumption? What 
is the commonality feature of parameters in each cluster? What parameters are playing 
a key role in such group classification? In order to find an answer to the questions, other 
visualization methods are implemented. The questions will be answered by the 
following visualization.   

 

 

Figure 4.20: Select one cluster (small amount of data sets) for pattern explored 
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Figure 4.20 shows the cluster 5, indicating the highest level of fuel performance and 4 
number of items within, is selected for patterns observing. In this cluster, only four 
items need to patterns explore. Thus, a bar chart is used for data visualization since it 
with comparison function, simple for vision collection, at the same time, engineers are 
also more familiar with it.   

 

 

Figure 4.21: Pattern explore in cluster that with small number data sets 
 

Bar chart (Figure 4.21) applied here to organize and visualize the deep information in 
the highest fuel consumption cases. To be more specific, what characteristic parameters 
are leading to such high fuel consumptions. Besides, pictures next to each variable were 
used to describe the parameters of them. Under the circumstance of more than one 
parameter, graphic interchange format (GIF) is used. Since from the engineers’ 
feedbacks, the meaning of parameters in variables is confused for them to understand 
and figure out the difference. Therefore, the use of GIF is a good solution for showing 
the real working condition to make visualization intelligible for engineers or other 
reviewers.  

From this bar chart prototype, it is instinctive to conclude that the characteristic 
parameters leading to the highest fuel consumption are when beginner manipulates a 
wheel loader with a high speed, and the wheel loader is working on a very hilly 
topography as well as with high curve density. Also, on condition of two various road 
types and ground resistance, fuel consumption changes as well. The variable of road 
type, however, play a greater impact compared with ground resistance in the highest 
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fuel consumption scenes. 

In this visualization, there are only small numbers of datasets in one cluster. Therefore, 
bar chart could be a suitable method for investigating the similarity with the variables. 
However, in the condition of a cluster with a large number of datasets, the other 
visualization approach would be considered.  

Hence, in the following section, a new method applied to pattern explore for the 
circumstance of a cluster with many data sets.   

 

 
Figure 4.22: Select one cluster (big amount of data sets) for pattern explored 

 

The cluster 1, with 22 numbers of data sets, is chosen to explore patterns and 
commonality that are resulting in the lowest fuel consumption.  

There are 22 numbers of data sets with 6 variables of them in this cluster. Not the same 
as the previous visualization situation of cluster 5 that only quintuple data sets need to 
be exhibited. Consolidated the results of interviews and questionnaires, scatter plot with 
an added horizontal line has a higher advantage over the butterfly chart in an area of 
patterns exploring and parameters tracking particularly under the situation of many 
items and parameters. Therefore, a new visualization method would substitute butterfly 
chart and in line with the bar chart to visual patterns applied here.   
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Figure 4.23: Trend visualization in cluster with large number of data set 

 

The more data sets, the tougher to find out the patterns and track the trend. Scatter plot 
(Figure 4.23) is applied for patterns visualization as well as with the feature of showing 
the fuel consumption deviation with the baseline under the situation of many data sets 
in one cluster.  

There are 22 items within six variables in this selected cluster. To make the visualization 
concise and intuitive for pattern explore, three variables that topography, ground 
resistance, and driver experience, are signed with color, symbol and size to show in the 
visualization. Like the variable of driver experience, which marked with gradient size 
from small, middle till big to represent the parameters of beginner, expert and master 
separately. Besides, four different colors to represent four types of topography, and four 
different symbols to represent four types of ground resistance.  

Furthermore, near by the position of each category, a GIF is implemented to brief 
showing the corresponding situation of the parameter in the variables. The idea of using 
GIF to represent the parameters is from engineers’ suggestion to make sense the 
parameters in an intuitive way for engineers. 

Many insights could be obtained from this prototype. In the visualization above, taking 
the pattern tracking by the size of the symbol as an example, it is not hard to find out 
that the symbol with big and middle sizes are account for the majority and only 3 
symbols in small size. Hence, it is proved that in the most scenes of the low fuel 
consumption, the machine is operated by the masters and experts, as the middle size 
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and big size are corresponding to expert and master respectively. Meanwhile, the three 
individual cases in small size symbols could be selected out to analyze further and 
figure out in which conditions that beginner also could lead to low fuel consumption. 

In addition, this visualization shows that fuel consumption under the average 
performance, around half cases are gathered in the left half of the page, which indicates 
the circumstance of low curve density, smooth road type, low-speed change. It can 
provide the evidence of these three parameters also have a high chance to lead to low 
fuel consumption whatever the other variables are.    

The two visualization methods; bar chart and scatter plot provide approaches of patterns 
and commonality explore in clusters of fewer data sets and big data sets. When 
engineers conclude out some parameters leading to high or low fuel consumption, 
which variables or parameters have a greater impact on fuel consumption are a further 
issue that engineer concerns.  

Therefore, a visualization method for showing the effect of a variable on the overall 
fuel consumption will be introduced in following. 

 

Figure 4.24: the impact of variable for fuel consumption 

 

A bar chart is a good method for comparative visualization. In this prototype (Figure 
4.24), the highest fuel performance cases are selected to explore which parameters and 
variables play a greater impact on fuel consumption.   

In visualization process, four variables are remained unchanged, two variables of driver 
experience and ground resistance are selected to compare.  
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In the rightest part of the visualization dashboard, a filter is used for changing different 
variables that engineers interested, and the corresponding data information would be 
presented in the left part of the dashboard. 

In this visualization, it is not hard to identify that with the ground resistance parameter 
changing from very low to high, the fuel consumption ranges slightly from 16866 to 
14663. 

In comparison, fuel consumption varies more obviously, from 16886 to 12321, when 
altering drive experience from beginner to master under the same circumstance of 
ground resistance. Therefore, we can conclude the variable driver experience has a 
higher impact on total fuel consumption than ground resistance. Besides, the other 
insight is that fuel consumption varies more when beginners and experts operate the 
machine.  
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5. Discussion 

This thesis applies data visualization into conceptual development to enhance the ability 
of concept design by better understanding the data information. The research focuses 
on complex data (multi-dimensional data) visualization and specifies an application to 
visualize the data of the fuel consumption of a wheel loader. The objective of the thesis 
is to explore suitable data visualization methods to reveal complex data information 
intuitively for easy insights gathering. As a result, a prototype consisting of a series of 
visualization techniques is presented, to demonstrate data information comprehensively 
for easy insights and patterns exploring.It is necessary to highlight that the final 
prototype has been iteratively developed based on the result of the analysis run with 
engineers. Hence, the testing part is one the most critical process in this research. 

 

Test discussion:  

Conducting the test with engineers had two purposes: on the one hand, to collect 
feedbacks by questionnaires and interviews after the test to seek suggestions for 
improving the applied tools; on the other hand, investigating user-experience to test the 
impact of different visualization methods on decision making. 

To enhance the reliability of the test, participants were selected among those not taking 
part in the research. Besides, engineers were not aware of the specific research 
questions investigated in this research. Just a general background of the task was 
introduced before the experiment. 

Four engineers were participating the test. This is in line with the research by Nielsen 
(1993) stating that the best results come from a test is no more than five participants 
and running as many as small tests you can afford when the goal of the test is to improve 
a design rather than documenting the weakness. The test was held before design the 
prototype, and more tests are expected after the prototype development (as written later 
in the “future work”-part). 

 

The test results in relation with the current literature discussion: 

Box-plot is considered as a useful tool to show a large number of data and highlight 
data distribution (Potter et al., 2006). Box-plot is a standard way to illustrate the 
deviation of five data groups, which include minimum, first quartile, median, third 
quartile, and maximum (Guggenberger et al., 2012). 

This technique is applied and tested in two visualization situations of showing overall 
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fuel consumption and showing the deviation with baseline in the thesis. From data 
analysis result of the questionnaire, however, box-plot with the highest scores to use in 
the situation of displaying the overall fuel consumption. On the contrary, low scores for 
box-plot be applied in situation of showing the deviation. 

The results of the test are inconsistent with the point of view presented by the Potter 
(2006) that box plot is a valuable tool to depict data as well as to spotlight data 
distribution. From the test, a box plot is indeed an intuitive tool to show an overall view 
with a large number of data but not effective to get insights from the deviation 
perspective for engineers. 

However, the scatter plot with an added reference line of average fuel consumption 
reaches a consensus from interview results as being appropriate to show the deviation 
situation. Scatter plot is an alternative for box-plot that is sometimes used, but in this 
case more detail information is needed (Kampstra, 2008). The test also proves that 
scatter plot is more intuitive and easy for the pattern and trend tracking. Hence, the 
scatter plot with an added reference line could be taken into consideration to replace 
box-plot in visualization conditions in which there is the need to show deviation as well 
as patterns tracking of parameters. 

 

Results discussion: 

 The main contribution of the thesis is one prototype that includes five different 
visualization approaches in series be generalized to visualize complex data in 
the case of the fuel consumption improvement of a wheel loader. 

 The followings are detailed discussion the logic to design the prototype, the 
advantages of each approach, and limited usage of the final prototype.  

 

1. Approach 1- Visualization of the different working situation 
In the visualization case from the thesis, there are 3 different operations which 
represent different levels fuel consumption. Hence, the approach 1 is to 
visualize 3 operations separately. Besides, pictures and text beside to brief 
illustrate the difference between each operation. 
Advantage:  
Operations are visualized separately to allow engineers to concentrate on one 
group of data for analysis and patterns exploring. 
Pictures and text beside each operation to clarify the meanings and make sense 
for viewers. This is to provide more information cues (Robertson & Fernandez, 
2008) to enhance situation understanding. 
 

2. Approach 2 - Visualization of the overall value. 
In each operation, there are a large number of data and every data set 
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corresponding the fuel consumption of one working case. The approach 2 is 
designed to reveal the overall fuel consumption in one operation. In addition, 
clusters marked with different color are used to classify the diverse level of fuel 
consumption. 
Advantages:  
Presenting a concise and intuitive way to show the overall fuel consumption 
with a large number of data sets by using box-plot, which is a good method to 
reveal a lot of data with the function of indicating the distribution of data sets 
and highlighting the important data sets (Potter et al., 2006). 
Color marked cluster (Fraley et al., 2002) to differentiated fuel consumption, 
such to bring convenience for engineers to select one cluster easily to further 
analysis. 
 

3. Approach 3 - Pattern visualization in cluster with small number data sets  
The similar level of fuel consumption is assembled in one cluster and be 
differentiate with other clusters by approach 2. Approach 3 is applied for 
exploring deep reasons that are leading to the distinguished levels of fuel 
consumption under the same operation, and emphasis on patterns exploring in 
clusters which with a small number of data set.  
Advantage:  
Approach 3 provides a way for patterns visualization and enable engineers to 
investigate the commonality of parameters, that leading to the similar fuel 
performance, in a cluster with a small number of data sets.  

 

4. Approach 4 - Pattern visualization in cluster with large number of data  
Like approach 3, approach 4 is also implemented for the same function, but 
dealing with a cluster with more data sets. When more data and information be 
displayed in one visualization for patterns explore, color, symbols and size are 
utilized to sign different variables for pattern investigating by easy tracking.    
Advantage:  
Different colors, symbols, and sizes are represented of different parameters, 
thus to bring benifits for patterns exploring. This is in line with the work from 
(Chen, 2006) highlighting the importance of the use of colors and symbols to 
enhance the individual processing capabilities of data. 
Besides, the more data be visualized in a horizontal direction, the clearer for 
trend tracking. Approach 4 propose a way to combine the commonality of 
parameters exploring, and trend tracking in one visualization to obtain patterns 
and insights. 
 

5. Approach 5 - Visualization the impact of one variable on the whole value  
When the similarity of parameters in different types of clusters be explored, 
engineers are interested to find answers of which parameter and variable play 
an important role in total fuel consumption. Therefore, the approach 5 is 
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available for them to show one parameter change that influences the whole fuel 
consumption. Besides, Gif pictures are used to represent different parameters.  
Advantage:  
Bar chart with an interactive interface to allow engineer change one parameter 
and keep the rest steady to conclude which parameter play a key role in total 
fuel consumption. 
GIF-pictures are offered to represent different parameters from one variable to 
makes the visualization more comprehensive for engineers. There are too many 
parameters in one visualization, and some of which are confused for engineers 
to distinguish, therefore, Gif picture could illustrate the meaning of parameter 
easier to understand. The idea of using Gif pictures to illustrate the meaning of 
parameters come from engineer’s suggestion during the interview, to make more 
sense for viewers about various parameters. 

 

The limitations of the final prototype are listed as below:  
1. The final prototype developed in this thesis mainly focuses on conceptual 

engineering design. The prototype was developed in a specific case to visualize 
the wheel loader fuel consumption. Hence, its validation activity is limited to 
similar visualization cases like displaying vehicle fuel performance for insights 
gathering and pattern tracking.  

2. Using GIF to represent the meaning of parameters can works only if there were 
just a few parameters. When a case with many parameters, GIF-visualization 
would lead to a complex interface.  

 

The readiness level of prototype discussion: 

Technology readiness level is used as a metric to estimate the maturity of the final 
prototype. The TRL consists of 9 levels, from idea to fully developed the product. The 
proposed prototype remains in TRL 2 that technology concept and application are 
formulated.  

 
Sustainability discussion: 
The work performed in this thesis is believed to support the work of engineers to 
developed more sustainable solutions. Sustainability is a critical factor for product 
design, especially in the field of machine design. Thus, a designed machine with high 
efficiency is a desire for engineers, and the focus on machine fuel consumption 
reduction moves toward this direction. 

In with such desire, data visualization is applied into conceptual design to enable 
engineers to gain a comprehensive understanding as well as discover deep points that 
need to be improved from the current machine by visualizing data collected from it. 
Hence, allowing engineers to perfect the product by better know them. The combination 
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of data visualization and conceptual design promoting the process of sustainable 
product design.  
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6. Conclusions and future work  

Data visualization has been applied in many areas. The aim of the research was carried 
out to explore suitable approaches of using data visualization to represent complex data 
easily for conceptual design in an engineering environment. Hence, the main research 
question of research is formulated as follow: 

Research question:  

How can complex data be visualized in conceptual design for insights gathering and 
decision making in a traditional engineering environment? 

 

A conceptual design case of improving the wheel loader fuel efficiency is applied in 
this research. A larger number of operational data available from the current machine 
has been used, and aiming at intuitively revealing the complex data to convey the 
tangible and intangible information for engineers’ insights-gathering, and to enhance 
their ability of decision making. 

As a result, a prototype consisted of different visualization approaches is come up. The 
use of these approaches in series has been tested the in the wheel loader fuel 
consumption case. 

In addition, the approaches in the final prototype, a single or in series, also work for 
other conceptual design cases when dealing with complex data visualization.   

 

Even though the final prototype is designed base on a real case, it has not been operated 
in a real engineering environment to test the practicality. 

So, future work is validating the prototype in a relevant environment to verify the 
predicted performance, that whether these tools within the prototype could contribute 
to readability and usability when dealing with a complex data visualization case of fuel 
consumption improvement. Then, continually improving and optimizing the prototype 
to complete the technical readiness process. 
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Appendix 

Questionnaire 

Thank you so much for participate in the questionnaire of my master thesis. Please write 
your name in the top of the questionnaire.  

1. 1. Do you think circle view is a good way to show an 
overview performance? 

 

2. 1.1. Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

3. 1.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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 Yes 

 No 

4. 1.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

5 1.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision making? Mark 
only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

6 2. Do you think heat map is a good way to show an overview performance? 

 

7. 2.1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 
Mark only one oval. 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

8. 2.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

9. 2.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

10 2.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision making? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

11 3. Do you table is a good way to show an overview performance? 
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12. 3.1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

13. 3. 2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

14. 3.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

No 

 Maybe 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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15 3.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision making? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

16 4. Do you tree map is a good way to show an overview 
performance? 

 

17. 4.1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

18. 4.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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 Yes 

 No 

19. 4.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

20 4.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision making? Mark only 
one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

21 5. Do you think staked bar chart is a good way to show an overview 
performance? 
 

 

 

   

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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22. 5.1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

23. 5.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

24. 5.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

  

  
25 5.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision making? Mark 

only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

26 6. Do you think bar chart is a good way to show an overview performance? 
 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

27 6. Do you think bar chart is a good way to show an overview performance? 
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28. 6.1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

29. 6.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

30. 6.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 
30 6.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision making? Mark 

only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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31 7.Do you think box-plot is a good way to show an overview performance? 

 

32. 7.1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

33. 7.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

34. 7.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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35 7.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision making? Mark only 
one oval.

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

36 8. Do you think packed bubble is a good way to show an overview 
performance? 
 

 

37. 8.1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

38. 8.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

No 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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  Maybe 

39. 8.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

  Yes 

No 

40 8.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision making? Mark only 
one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

41 9. Do you think which one or several graphs is/ are more intuitive to get the 
insights of an overview performance? (Multiple choice) Tick all that apply. 

 Circle view 

 Heat map 

 Table 

 Tree map 

 Staked bar chart 

 Bar chart 

 Box-plot 

 Packed bubble 

42. 9.1 Which visualization is the best to show an overview situation? Mark only 
one oval. 

 Circle view 

 Heat map 

 Table 

 Tree map 

 Staked bar chart 

 Bar chart 

 Box-plot 

 Packed bubble 
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43. 9. 2. Ranking the visualization method according to which is more intuitive 
for you to get insights. Mark only one oval. 

 Circle view 

 Heat map 

 Table 

 Tree map 

 Staked bar chart 

 Bar chart 

 Box-plot 

 Packed bubble 

44 10. Do you think bar chart is a good way to show the deviation with average condition? 

 

45. 10.1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? Mark 
only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

46. 10.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

47. 10.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information you 
need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

48. 10.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision making? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

 

49 11. Do you think butterfly chart is a good way to show to show the deviation with average 
condition? 

 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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50. 11. 1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

51. 11.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

52. 11.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

53. 11.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision 
making? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

54 12. Do you think Box-plot is a good way to show the deviation with average 
condition? 
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55. 12.1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

56. 12.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

57. 12.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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58. 12.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision 
making? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

Maybe 

59 13. Do you think scatter plot is a good way to show the deviation with average 
condition? 

 

60. 13.1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the insights? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

61. 13.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
 Maybe 
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62. 13.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

63. 13.4 Do you think this graph help you with faster decision 
making? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

Maybe 

64 14. Do you think which one or several graphs is/ are intuitive to show the deviation 
with average or baseline condition? Tick all that apply. 

 Bar chart 

 Butterfly chart 

 Box-plot 

 Scatter plot 

65. 14.1 Which one graphs is the best to show the deviation condition? Mark only one 
oval. 

 Bar chart 

 Butterfly chart 

 Box-plot 

 Scatter plot 

66. 14.2 Ranking the visualization method according to which is more intuitive for you 
to get insights. 
Tick all that apply. 

 Bar chart 

 Butterfly chart 

 Box-plot 
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 Scatter plot 

67. 15. Do you think bar chart is a good way to show the impact of one variable on total 
value? 

 
 

68 15.1 Do you think this graph is intuitive to get the 
insights? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

 Maybe 

69. 15.2 Are you familiar with this type of visualization method? 
Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

 No 

70. 15.3 Do you think this graph help you to get the information 
you need? Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 

Mark only one oval. 

 Yes 
 No 
Maybe 
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 No 

Maybe 

 


